
TAORMINA, SYRACUSE & AEOLIAN ISLANDS
Saturday or Sunday arrivals

 SUNDAY: TAORMINA AREA
Arrive at Catania Airport. After having collected your luggage, optional group transfer to the hotel. Overnight   

MONDAY: ETNA                                                                                                                        Afternoon: optional  TAORMINA with gastronomic tour
Breakfast in the hotel and departure with the tour escort to the Mt. Etna, the highest peak of Sicily and the most active volcano in Europe. The
territory surrounding the volcano constitutes the “Park of Etna”, one of the  largest protected areas in Italy:  You will be astonished about the
great variety of vegetation and landscapes that we will meet along the way before arriving at the “ Silvestri Craters” (about 1.900 mt). From
here on you will have the optional excursion by jeep and cableway (extra cost). After having tasted some local Sicilian speciality come back in
hotel. Optional excursion gastronomic tour in Taormina including 6 stops through the characteristic streets of the stunning Taormina, you will
have the opportunity  to  taste  some specialties  that  you  don’t  find in other  “Focaccia  Messinese”,  the “Arancino”,  Chinotto,  a soft drink
flavoured with sour oranges, Cannolo, Granita, Espresso! Overnight in hotel.

TUESDAY: SYRACUSE 
Breakfast in the hotel and departure to  Syracuse, one of the most interesting archaeological sites of the island with its Archeological Park
(extra cost) the Roman Amphitheatre, the Greek Theatre, the Ear of Dionysus, the Cave of the Cordari, Island of Ortigia, the most ancient
nucleus of the city with its stunning cathedral. Re-entry in hotel.   Overnight in hotel .    

WEDNESDAY: HYDROFOIL TO LIPARI INCLUDED                                                                  Optional GROTTA AZZURRA & TRANSFER TO MILAZZO
Breakfast in the hotel - OPTIONAL EXCURSION "GROTTA AZZURRA" TAORMINA In this tour you will discover the natural beauty of the coast
Giardini Naxos -  Taormina, in a comfortable characteristic boat (max.  12 people),  to explore the Ionian coast.  From here you will  have a
fantastic view of Etna and the most spectacular places of its area. Along the way you will discover some caves, including the famous "Blue
Grotto", rock formations and the beautiful Nature Reserve of "Isola Bella". The captain will drop anchor in a particular place in the turquoise sea
water. There is the possibility to swim or enjoy nature. Return to the Port of Giardini Naxos. Group transfer to Milazzo, boarding in the hydrofoil
to Lipari with 1  trolley per person – Arrival in Lipari, optional transfer to the hotel and overnight .

THURSDAY:  VULCANO-PANAREA-STROMBOLI  
Breakfast in hotel – departure at 09:30 with retourn at 21:30  A whole day at the sign of the sea. We planned this route some years ago. It  was
born as a good solution for those who, unfortunately, have got short holidays on disposal. Nowadays, it is one of the most requested itinerary,
that is why we inserted it in our ordinary program. *The morning starts along the East coast of Lipari, visiting the cave Grotta degli Angeli, the
famous Faraglioni (big volcanic rocks in Lipari) and the wonderful Vinci Beach then we will go to the port.
*From 15/06 to 15/09 the morning starts along the West coast of Vulcano, where you can admire the cave Grotta del Cavallo and all beauties
around it to  Venus Pool then we will go to the port. In Vulcano village, within few meters, you can find the thermal mud pool, the sulfurous
water beach, Sabbie Nere (black beach) and several bars where you can have lunch. You will be free until 1:45 p.m.

Go on to Panarea and stop in the beautiful Calajunco in wonderful waters. Then go for a cruise of the small islands of Dattilo and Lisca Bianca.
 In Panarea you will be free to visit the enchanting village. Going on towards Basiluzzo, the largest Panarea’s small islands, we will reach
Stromboli. Sailing along the small village of Ginostra, reachable just by sea, we will lead you to Scari, the port of Stromboli. Few steps on your
right there is the black sand beach of San Vincenzo which go on to surround almost the whole island. You have free time to swim again, walk
around the  enchanting  village,  visit  the craft shops  and eat:  the  island  offers  everything.  At  sunset,  turning  around the  small  island  of
Strombolicchio,Heading towards Sciara del Fuoco, after dropping anchor, you will enjoy the spectacular Stromboli explosions sight. –Come back
Lipari and overnight.      

FRIDAY: LIPARI & SALINA   
Breakfast in the hotel, at 10:00 departure with return at 17:00 These islands are the largest of the Aeolian archipelago and, thanks to their
proximity, the itinerary gives more opportunities to swim and to visit places rather than sailing. Along the East coast of Lipari, we will head for
Monte Rosa mountain, Canneto village and Spiagge bianche (white beaches). Our first stop will be in the Pumice stone beach its amazing
waters, so turquoise, which have nothing to envy to the best Caribbean beaches.  Going on to Acquacalda village, you will admire from the sea,
the black flow of obsidian stone cutting the white and majestic mountain which, some time ago, housed the old pumice mine.We leave for a
moment Lipari to head for Salina where you will visit Santa Marina, the largest suburb of the island. Admiring the wonderful coasts you will be
amazed to see the boat getting inside a beautiful bay with a small island in the middle. The abrupt change of depth, the half-circle shape and
the stratified rocks suggest you that you are now inside an old crater partly under water. Ladies and gentlemen, you arrived in Pollara Bay (Our
lovely film maker Massimo Troisi chose this place to set his last and unforgettable masterpiece: "Il Postino". 

Our last stop in Salina will be at Lingua, a small suburb, where you can visit the natural salt lake, in the past used for the extraction salt (it gives
the name to the island). The suburb is full of traditional restaurants and bars on the seaside. Our crew will be glad to recommend you the best
places to have lunch.In the afternoon we will come back in Lipari to end the path. West coast is full of strange shaped rocks and beautiful caves
at Valle Muria creek It will be the cherry on the top of a wonderful day at sea  Overnight in hotel .  



SATURDAY:                                                                                                                                                                                  optional ALICUDI & FILICUDI
Breakfast in hotel, transfer at 09:30 and return at 18:00 Few minutes after the departure you will admire “Pietra Lunga” and “Pietra Menalda”,
two big volcanic rocks in Lipari.One hour later (if we are lucky we can meet dolphins during the sailing) we will arrive to Capo Graziano, in
Filicudi island, our first opportunity to swim. Waters around Filicudi and Alicudi are the most uncontaminated of the whole archipelago. Along
the West coast we will reach the Bue Marino grotto, the largest of the entire archipelago, where we will stop for swim.For the moment, we say
hello to Filicudi and head for the small port of Alicudi. There, you  will have free time to visit the village.

Alicudi will appear as a huge cone full of typical little houses hanged on the side of the mountain. The main patch is a mule track of stones
which climbs up to the top of the island and the only mean of transport is the donkey. Coming up the mule track, you can admire a breath-
taking panorama feeling the sensation to be alone in an enchanting place lost in space and time, surrounded by the purest mediterranean
nature. All around the island is surrounded by the seafront where you can swim again or search for a bar to have lunch.

We will go on with our cruise heading for the North-West coast of Filicudi,. You will admire the volcanic rocks of Montenassari, Giafante and,
overall, Canna (a singular volcanic neck, about 233 feet high). Here, the amazing blue sea invites us to stop again for a swim.
Next stop will be Filicudi port. Free time to visit the village and swim. Coming up the village, it is possible to visit the prehistoric village of Capo
Graziano and the old millstones (they are not far but, if you do not want to go by foot, just in the port you can find taxis, please ask how much is
a tour). We will enjoy the sunset at the big rocks “Faraglioni", then come back in Lipari-   Overnight   TA AZZURRA  2hrs    

SUNDAY: DEPARTURE  AND ARRIVEDERCI 
Breakfast in the hotel. Optional transfer to port , hydrofoil to Milazzo with  1  trolley; optional Group transfer to Catania airport  End of our
services  

 PER PERSON IN BB IN DOUBLE STANDARD
ROOM 

April 24 
May 01-08
October 09-16-23

May 15-22-29    
June 05-12-19-26
Sept 18-25    
October 02

September 04-11  July 03-10-17-24

IN 4* standard room in BB 840,00 890,00 980,00 1100,00
Suppl. SINGLE 230,00 270,00 315,00 325,00
Pre and post tour in BB 70,00 70,00 80,00 85,00
3rd bed reduction 10% 10% 10% 10%

 

The rate includes
-7 Overnights & breakfast  in 4* hotel in Taormina area and Lipari 
-Excursions Etna and Syracuse by traditional or open bus 
-Tour leader or multilingual pre-recorded  commentary  
-Hydrofoil Milazzo-Lipari-Milazzo with 1  trolley per person    
-Excursions Panarea&Stromboli , Vulcano , Lipari&Salina  

 
Selected hotels 4* in BB  or similar  :
- Taormina area : Albatros beach, Caesar Palace/Antares 
-  Lipari: Aktea, Tritone, Gattopardo, Cutimare, Mea,  

Optional excursions min. 10 pax
-gastronomic tour Taormina  € 45,00    

EXCURSION No minimum pax per person 
- Grotta Azzurra 2 hrs coast to coast boat  € 30,00  
-Alicudi&Filicudi € 55,00 

 

TOP ONE TOUR OPERATOR  is not responsible for accidents, delays, damage 
or loss of luggage or personal items, nor for damage caused by third parties 
or others such as floods, storms, hurricanes, landslides, earthquakes, 
political unrest, terrorist attacks, strikes.

Rates do not include
- All the transfers (apt Catania-Taormina, Taormina-Milazzo, 

Milazzo-apt Catania, transfers in Lipari 
 -Nr. 6 Dinners + 1 lunch packet  provided by the hotel for 
   Panarea and Stromboli excursion  
-Everything is not mentioned in “the rate includes”.  

Group Transfer min.2 pax   
- Catania-Taormina € 30,00 p.p. one way
- Taormina - Milazzo port and Milazzo-apt Catania € 100
- port Lipari-hotel on request depending the hotel booked   
 
 For diving lovers:  in Taormina there is one center diving and   
 in Lipari 2  

In  Lipari  we  will  give  you  the  vouchers  of  the  hotels  and  the
excursions ; the guide in Lipari will be offered if minimum 10 pax  

- City taxes to pay on spot 

            



AEOLIAN ISLANDS
Saturday or Sunday arrivals

SATURDAY: CATANIA - MILAZZO - LIPARI  
Arrive at Catania Airport. Optional group transfer to Milazzo, hydrofoil included to Lipari –Optional transfer to the hotel and Overnight   

SUNDAY: DAY FREE TO  RELAX 
Breakfast in the hotel Enjoy your day discovering the the Queen of the Aeolian Islands – Overnight 

MONDAY: PANAREA & STROMBOLI 
Breakfast in the hotel meeting at the port in the first afternoon and departure to Panarea. Stop in the beautiful Calajunco in wonderful waters.
Then go for a cruise of the small islands of Dattilo and Lisca Bianca. In Panarea you will be free to visit the enchanting village. Going on towards
Basiluzzo, the largest Panarea’s small islands, we will reach Stromboli. Sailing along the small village of Ginostra, reachable just by sea, we will
lead you to Scari, the port of Stromboli. Few steps on your right there is the black sand beach of San Vincenzo which go on to surround almost
the whole island.  You have free time to swim again,  walk around the enchanting village,  visit  the craft shops and eat:  the island offers
everything. At sunset, turning around the small island of Strombolicchio, Heading towards Sciara del Fuoco, after dropping anchor, you will
enjoy the spectacular Stromboli explosions sight. -Come back to Lipari- optional transfer to the hotel and overnight      

TUESDAY: VULCANO 
Breakfast in hotel – In the morning meeting at the port and departure at 09:30 to Vulcano. The day begins with a trip along the west coast of
Lipari,with a visit to the Grotta degli Angeli (the angel's cave), the Faraglioni (volcanic rock cliffs) and the beautiful beach of Vinci.  Our tour
starts along the east coast from Lipari to the Vulcanello peninsula and continues towards the cave of the seahorses, Grotta del Cavallo, and the
bath of Venus, Pool of Venus,a natural swimming pool in the middle of the sea, followed by a bath break. Next stop is in the port of Vulcano.
The island is very large and it has got many things to see. All places to visit are easily reachable by foot, so everybody can visit the village and
have free time to do everything. We will stop in Vulcano for a long time. Not far from the port you will find Sabbie Nere (black beach), the
thermal mud pool and the sulfurous waters beach. Village offers a wide choice of traditional restaurants and all kind of shops. Moreover, you
can make the ascent to the big crater of Vulcano. We suggest to wear comfortable, closed shoes. The route is indicated from some signals, time
for climbing is about 50 minutes and a little less to come down. Come Back to Lipari – Afternoon free and overnight.

WEDNESDAY:                                                                                                                                                                             optional ALICUDI & FILICUDI  
Breakfast in hotel and free day or optional  excursion: meeting at the port departure at 09:30 and return at 18:00 Few minutes after the
departure you will admire “Pietra Lunga” and “Pietra Menalda”, two big volcanic rocks in Lipari.One hour later (if we are lucky we can meet
dolphins during the sailing) we will arrive to Capo Graziano, in Filicudi island, our first opportunity to swim. Waters around Filicudi and Alicudi
are the most uncontaminated of the whole archipelago. Along the West coast we will reach the Bue Marino grotto, the largest of the entire
archipelago, where we will stop for swim.For the moment, we say hello to Filicudi and head for the small port of Alicudi. There, you  will have
free time to visit the village. Alicudi will appear as a huge cone full of typical little houses hanged on the side of the mountain. The main patch is
a mule track of stones which climbs up to the top of the island and the only mean of transport is the donkey. All around the island is surrounded
by the seafront where you can swim again or search for a bar to have lunch.We will go on with our cruise heading for the North-West coast of
Filicudi. You will admire the volcanic rocks of Montenassari, Giafante and, overall, Canna (a singular volcanic neck, about 233 feet high). Here,
the amazing blue sea invites us to stop again for a swim.Next stop will be Filicudi port. Free time to visit the village and swim. Coming up the
village, it is possible to visit the prehistoric village of Capo Graziano and the old millstones (they are not far but, if you do not want to go by
foot, just in the port you can find taxis, please ask how much is a tour). We will enjoy the sunset at the big rocks “Faraglioni", then come back in
Lipari-  Overnight 

THURSDAY: LIPARI & SALINA  
Breakfast in the hotel meeting at the port and departure h. 10:00 Return h. 17:00. These islands are the largest of the Aeolian archipelago and,
thanks to their proximity, the itinerary gives more opportunities to swim and to visit places rather than sailing. Along the East coast of Lipari,
we will head for Monte Rosa mountain, Canneto village and Spiagge bianche (white beaches). Our first stop will be in the Pumice stone beach
its amazing waters, so turquoise, which have nothing to envy to the best Caribbean beaches.  Going on to Acquacalda village, you will admire
from the sea, the black flow of obsidian stone cutting the white and majestic mountain which, some time ago, housed the old pumice mine.We
leave for a moment Lipari to head for Salina where you will visit Santa Marina, the largest suburb of the island. Admiring the wonderful coasts
you will be amazed to see the boat getting inside a beautiful bay with a small island in the middle. The abrupt change of depth, the half-circle
shape and the stratified rocks suggest you that you are now inside an old crater partly under water. Ladies and gentlemen, you arrived in
Pollara Bay (Our lovely film maker Massimo Troisi chose this place to set his last and unforgettable masterpiece: "Il Postino". Our last stop in
Salina will be at Lingua, a small suburb, where you can visit the natural salt lake, in the past used for the extraction salt (it gives the name to
the island). The suburb is full of traditional restaurants and bars on the seaside. Our crew will be glad to recommend you the best places to have
lunch.In the afternoon we will come back in Lipari to end the path. West coast is full of strange shaped rocks and beautiful caves at Valle Muria
creek It will be the cherry on the top of a wonderful day at sea. Overnight     

FRIDAY: DAY FREE     
Breakfast in hotel and day free to relax    TA AZZURRA  2hrs    

SATURDAY: DEPARTURE AND ARRIVEDERCI 
Breakfast in the hotel. Optional transfer to port, hydrofoil to Milazzo included and optional transfer to Catania airport. End of our services  

 



DEPARTURE DATES 
Rates p.p. in BB in double room in hotel 3* 

April 24 ,
May 01,08
October 09,16,23,

May 15, 22,29 , 
 June 05,12,19,26,  
Sept 18,25,    
Oct 02,

 July 03,10,17,24,
Aug 28, 
Sept 04,11,    

 July 31
Aug 07,14,21, 

In hotel 3 *in standard room    610,00 715,00  735,00 1115,00
Suppl. SINGLE 105,00   140,00 140,00 210,00
3rd bed reduction 30,00 30,00 50,00 60,00
 Suppl. HB  175,00 175,00 210,00 210,00 

  
DEPARTURE DATES 

Rates p.p. in BB in double room in hotel 4* 
April 24 ,
May 01,08
October 09,16,23,

May  15,22,29, 
 June 05,12,19,26,  
Sept 18,25,    
Oct -02

 July 03,10,17,24,
Aug 28, 
Sept 04,11,    

 July 31
Aug 07,14,21, 

In hotel 4 *in standard room    690,00 790,00  900,00 1300,00
Suppl. SINGLE 175,00   245,00 280,00 525,00
3rd bed reduction 40,00 40,00 60,00 60,00
 Suppl. HB* 210,00 210,00  245,00 245,00 

  

  
Rates include

-7 Overnights in Lipari with breakfast  in  3* or 4* hotels         
-Hydrofoil Milazzo-Lipari-Milazzo with 1  1 trolley per person  
-Boat excursions Panarea&Stromboli , Vulcano , Lipari&Salina  

IMPORTANT TO KNOW
 In Lipari we will give you the vouchers of the hotels and the excursions ;
the guide in Lipari will be offered if minimum 10 pax  

Approximately 90% of the hotels in Lipari do not have a restaurant half
board will be done in an external restaurant,    

All the "Classic rooms are on the ground floor, the "Superior" are  on the
first or second floor.   

The  program  can  have  changes,   or  replacement  with  alternative
excursions or the cancellation of some of them due to bad weather and
sea  conditions  or  for  technical  reasons,  in  which  case  no  refund  is
provided 

The hydrofoil of the excursions are not in exclusive but with other clients.  
 
For diving lovers in Lipari there are 2 diving centres .  

TOP  ONE  TOUR  OPERATOR   is  not  responsible  for  accidents,  delays,
damage or loss of luggage or personal items, nor for damage caused by
third  parties  or  others  such  as  floods,  storms,  hurricanes,  landslides,
earthquakes, political unrest, terrorist attacks, strikes.

Rates do not include
- All the transfers (apt Catania-Milazzo r/t and in Lipari )
- City taxes to pay on spot 
- Optional excursions Alicudi & Filicudi €55,00  
-  Everything is not mentioned in “the rate includes”.  

-*Nr. 6 Dinners in partner restaurant + 1 lunch packet  
  provided by the hotel for Panarea and Stromboli 
  excursion     
 
Group Transfer from Catania airport min.2 pax    
- Taormina - Milazzo port and Milazzo-apt Catania € 100
- port Lipari-hotel on request depending the hotel booked    

Selected hotels 3* or similar:
Amarea, Villa Augustus, Oriente, 

Selected hotels 4*    or similar-      
Aktea, Tritone, Gattopardo, Cutimare, Mea, Mendolia etc etc

 
In Lipari almost all the hotels have between 15 and 30 rooms and
only a few have more than 30 rooms. 

There is a huge demand in the Aeolian Islands for 2022 and all
bookings are on request ; we will reply to all your requests  with
the confirm of the hotel name and eventually supplement if there
will be ;  the hotels will confirm your requests only after received
the payment of 30% of the total price 

 
 



 
MINITOUR AEOLIAN ISLANDS

Saturday or Sunday arrivals

SUNDAY: CATANIA –MILAZZO – LIPARI  
Arrive at Catania Airport. Optional group transfer to Milazzo , hydrofoil included to Lipari –Optional  transfer to the hotel and Overnight   

MONDAY: VULCANO - LIPARI
Breakfast in hotel – In the morning meeting at the port and departure at 09:30 to Vulcano. The day begins with a trip along the west coast of
Lipari,with a visit to the Grotta degli Angeli (the angel's cave), the Faraglioni (volcanic rock cliffs) and the beautiful beach of Vinci.  Our tour
starts along the east coast from Lipari to the Vulcanello peninsula and continues towards the cave of the seahorses, Grotta del Cavallo, and the
bath of Venus, Pool of Venus,a natural swimming pool in the middle of the sea, followed by a bath break. Next stop is in the port of Vulcano.
The island is very large and it has got many things to see. All places to visit are easily reachable by foot, so everybody can visit the village and
have free time to do everything. We will stop in Vulcano for a long time. Not far from the port you will find Sabbie Nere (black beach), the
thermal mud pool and the sulfurous waters beach. Village offers a wide choice of traditional restaurants and all kind of shops. Moreover, you
can make the ascent to the big crater of Vulcano. We suggest to wear comfortable, closed shoes. The route is indicated from some signals, time
for climbing is about 50 minutes and a little less to come down. Come Back to Lipari – Afternoon free and overnight. 

TUESDAY: PANAREA & STROMBOLI –LIPARI 
Breakfast in the hotel meeting at the port in the first afternoon and departure to Panarea. Stop in the beautiful Calajunco in wonderful waters.
Then go for a cruise of the small islands of Dattilo and Lisca Bianca. In Panarea you will be free to visit the enchanting village. Going on towards
Basiluzzo, the largest Panarea’s small islands, we will reach Stromboli. Sailing along the small village of Ginostra, reachable just by sea, we will
lead you to Scari, the port of Stromboli. Few steps on your right there is the black sand beach of San Vincenzo which go on to surround almost
the whole island.  You have free time to swim again,  walk around the enchanting village,  visit  the craft shops and eat:  the island offers
everything. At sunset, turning around the small island of Strombolicchio, Heading towards Sciara del Fuoco, after dropping anchor, you will
enjoy the spectacular Stromboli explosions sight. - Come back to Lipari- optional transfer to the hotel and overnight       

WEDNESDAY:  LIPARI & SALINA  
Breakfast in the hotel meeting at the port and departure h.10:00 Return h. 17:00 These islands are the largest of the Aeolian archipelago and,
thanks to their proximity, the itinerary gives more opportunities to swim and to visit places rather than sailing. Along the East coast of Lipari,
we will head for Monte Rosa mountain, Canneto village and Spiagge bianche (white beaches). Our first stop will be in the Pumice stone beach
its amazing waters, so turquoise, which have nothing to envy to the best Caribbean beaches.  Going on to Acquacalda village, you will admire
from the sea, the black flow of obsidian stone cutting the white and majestic mountain which, some time ago, housed the old pumice mine.We
leave for a moment Lipari to head for Salina where you will visit Santa Marina, the largest suburb of the island. Admiring the wonderful coasts
you will be amazed to see the boat getting inside a beautiful bay with a small island in the middle. The abrupt change of depth, the half-circle
shape and the stratified rocks suggest you that you are now inside an old crater partly under water. Ladies and gentlemen, you arrived in
Pollara Bay (Our lovely film maker Massimo Troisi chose this place to set his last and unforgettable masterpiece: "Il Postino". Our last stop in
Salina will be at Lingua, a small suburb, where you can visit the natural salt lake, in the past used for the extraction salt (it gives the name to
the island). The suburb is full of traditional restaurants and bars on the seaside. Our crew will be glad to recommend you the best places to have
lunch.In the afternoon we will come back in Lipari to end the path. West coast is full of strange shaped rocks and beautiful caves at Valle Muria
creek It will be the cherry on the top of a wonderful day at sea  Overnight       TA AZZURRA  2hrs    

THURSDAY: DEPARTURE  AND ARRIVEDERCI 
Breakfast in the hotel. Optional transfer to port of Lipari, hydrofoil to Milazzo included and optional transfer to Catania airport.  End of our
services  

 
DEPARTURE DATES 

Rates p.p. in BB in double room in hotel 4* 
April 24 ,
May 01,08,
October 09,16,23,

May 15, 22,29 , 
 June 05,12,19,26,  
Sept 18,25,    
Oct 02,

 July 03,10,17,24, 
Sept 04,11,    

In hotel 4 *in standard room    495,00  530,00     625,00
Suppl. SINGLE 105,00   140,00 140,00 
3rd bed reduction 30,00 30,00 50,00
 Suppl. HB  100,00 100,00 120,00 

   



Rates include  
-4 Overnights with breakfast  in 4* hotels in Lipari       
-Hydrofoil Milazzo-Lipari-Milazzo with 1  1 trolley per person  
-Boat excursions Panarea&Stromboli , Vulcano , Lipari&Salina  

TOP  ONE  TOUR  OPERATOR   is  not  responsible  for  accidents,  delays,
damage or loss of luggage or personal items, nor for damage caused by
third  parties  or  others  such  as  floods,  storms,  hurricanes,  landslides,
earthquakes, political unrest, terrorist attacks, strikes.
 
In Lipari we will give you the vouchers of the hotels and the excursions ;
the guide in Lipari will be offered if minimum 10 pax  

Rates do not include
- All the transfers (apt Catania-Milazzo r/t and in Lipari )
- City taxes to pay on spot  
-  Everything is not mentioned in “the rate includes”.  

-*Nr. 3 Dinners in partner restaurant + 1 lunch packet  
  provided by the hotel for Panarea and Stromboli 
  excursion     
 
Group Transfer from Catania airport min.2 pax    
- Taormina - Milazzo port and Milazzo-apt Catania € 100
- port Lipari-hotel on request depending the hotel booked     

Selected hotels 4*    or similar  -        
Aktea, Tritone, Gattopardo, Cutimare, Mea, Mendolia etc etc

  
 

 
 

 
 

 


	TOP ONE TOUR OPERATOR is not responsible for accidents, delays, damage or loss of luggage or personal items, nor for damage caused by third parties or others such as floods, storms, hurricanes, landslides, earthquakes, political unrest, terrorist attacks, strikes.

